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Abstract : In some ways this book serves as a new edition of the monograp
& FIELD published in 1933: it is, however, more than that for it includes an ex
account of lymphoid tissue, which was not dealt with in the former monogra
abounds in valuable information dealing with the practical clinical significance

lymphatic apparatus. Professor Yoffey, who since the publication of this boo
the chair of anatomy at the University of Bristol, is particularly well qualified to
subject of lymphoid tissue for it is a subject which he has made his own for s
and to which he has made many valuable contributions.
Of the nine chapters which make up the work the senior author is responsib
concerning permeability of blood capillaries and its relation to lymph formatio
permeability of lymphatics, lymph flow and lymph pressure, characters and
lymph, and "practical considerations". YOFFEY contributes three chapters de
lymphoid tissue, lymph, and the lymphocyte. Both authors collaborated in wr
chapter which deals with the anatomical and physiological organization of the
system in the animal kingdom.
T he significance of lymphoid tissue and its suggested value as a defence me
discussed at some length. Perhaps the? following quotations sum up the au
of the problem.
" One may, in fact, argue plausibly both for and against intestinallymphoid tis
defence mechanism; but with our present knowledge we cannot settle the is
176), or, again, in mentioning the spread of carcinoma from the primary site
bacteria from a septic wound
".. as far as barrier action is concerned, the patient would perhaps be better
possessed neither lymphatic vessels nor nodes " (p. 175). In the case of vias
that the lymph nodes are very inefficient filters.
"In fact the lymph node may be a source of danger rather than of safety, sin
actually serve as a centre for their diffusion throughout the body " (p, 189).
T he striking perivascular accumulation of lymphocytes seen in many virus di
usually regarded as a reaction of the tissues to the virus. Yoffey asks wheth
accumulation of virus-containing lymphocytes may not be responsible for fir
virus to the area: in the case of vaccinia he has shown that the virus is " fixed
lymphocytes.
T he final chapter dealing with practical considerations covers such subjects a
oedema and the sluggishness of lymph drainage, acute inflammation, chron
obstruction, failure of anti-serum injected intravenously to reach the lymph a
fluid, and therapeutic measures to increase lymph flow, etc. T his short chap
special value to clinicians.
For those specially interested in the subject there is a bibliography of about
references, as well as numerous diagrams, charts and tables. It should again
however, that this is not a monograph of value merely to the research work
a wealth of material which can be used to advantage by both research worke
and which gives much food for thought on such controversial problems as th
of lymphoid tissue and the origin and fate of the lymphocyte.-E. G. WHIT E.
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